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MO MISFIT, LLC CONTRACT 

1. Scope of Work:
This contract is for services and products related to a photography 
shoot (hereafter “shoot” or “the shoot”) to take place at the 
following time and place.

PHOTOGRAPHER agrees to provide no fewer than 20 photos for 
CLIENT to view after the shoot, and is not required to provide more 
than this number of images. PHOTOGRAPHER will perform basic 
post-processing. The client will choose the number of images based 
on the package chosen. The PHOTOGRAPHER then will do digital 
image editing services on chosen photos.

2. Fees:
In consideration for the photography services provided by 
PHOTOGRAPHER, CLIENT agrees to pay __________________ Session 
Fee/retainer upon signing this contract. PHOTOGRAPHER agrees to 
not advertise availability of this same time slot to any other 
potential clients. (Newborn photography is scheduled within first 
few days of birth). If CLIENT cancels this shoot for any reason, the 
retainer will not be returned to CLIENT. If shoot needs to be 
rescheduled, PHOTOGRAPHER and CLIENT will agree upon new date.

The balance of the payment for photography services must be paid 
in FULL no later than the day of the SHOOT detailed in Section 1: 
Scope of Work. If CLIENT is required to purchase photos separately 
after the SHOOT, payment for those photos is due immediately upon 
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delivery of photos to client. If FINAL payment is not made by time of 
SHOOT, PHOTOGRAPHER has the right to terminate the session.

3. Work Product
PHOTOGRAPHER will provide photos to CLIENT no more than thirty 
days (30 days) after the date of the SHOOT unless agreed upon 
otherwise.

The photographs/Digital negatives produced by the photographer 
are protected by the International Copyright Law (all rights reserved) 
and the photographer retains the copyright to all photos and images 
produced. The Client may receive digital copies of the hi-res digital 
photographs if it has been agreed upon as part of the package. The 
client agrees to obtain written permission from the Photographer 
prior to the Client (or assigned agents) publishing or selling the 
photographs for profit.

Photographer is not held liable for the quality of printed materials 
(canvas, albums, prints) if client makes purchases outside of MO 
Misfit, LLC.

Photographer DOES NOT provide or sell RAW/UNEDITED images.

4. Indemnification:
4.1- PHOTOGRAPHER and CLIENT agree that PHOTOGRAPHER is 
under no obligation to capture any specific moment or pose or 
person(s) during the SHOOT unless written agreement. 
PHOTOGRAPHER is not required to maintain whereabouts of persons 
or people included in session. 

4.2- If PHOTOGRAPHER is unable to perform the services in this 
contract due to any cause outside its control, client agrees to 
indemnify photographer for any loss damage or liability; however, 
PHOTOGRAPHER will return in full all payments made by CLIENT to 
PHOTOGRAPHER in relation to this SHOOT.



4.3- CLIENT agrees to indemnify and hold harmless 
PHOTOGRAPHER for any liability, damage, or loss related to 
technological failure, including data loss.

4.4- CLIENT understands and agrees that PHOTOGRAPHER is not 
required to maintain copies of the photos from this shoot 90 days 
after the photos have been delivered to CLIENT.

4.5– CLIENT agrees to hold PHOTOGRAPHER harmless for any 
personal injury which may occur as the CLIENT poses or works with 
PHOTOGRAPHER.

4.6 - CLIENT agrees not to use any SOCIAL MEDIA FILTERS on the 
images provided by the photographer. Using any kind of FILTERS 
alters photographers work. CLIENT will be FINED if any change is 
completed. CLIENT will also give full credit to PHOTOGRAPHER when 
photo(s) shared on social media by tagging.

4.7 - CLIENT agrees that PHOTOGRAPHER is not liable 
for unsatisfactory photos from session due to CLIENTS being under 
the influence of alcohol, drugs, or any other substance. CLIENTS is 
responsible to keep all persons included in session booked in a neat 
and ordered manor. If PHOTOGRAPHER feels need, they 
may terminate session with no refund. 

5. Model Release
CLIENT grants permission to PHOTOGRAPHER and its assigns, 
licensees, and sublicensees, permission to use CLIENT’S image or 
likeness in any and all forms of media for commercial purposes, 
advertising, trade, personal use, or any and all other uses. 
Therefore, PHOTOGRAPHER may use CLIENT’S likeness and image 
on PHOTOGRAPHER’S website or other advertising.



I have read and agreed with the contract above, and will abide by 
the contract or be fined and/or the session can/will be terminated 
upon photographer’s request.

CLIENT ___________________________  DATE _____________
SESSION TYPE _____________________ FEE _______________


